
How to Upload Your Script for Review 
Note: These steps are for those who will be using a traditional hard-copy 
manuscript, already cut and highlighted, to scan and create an uploadable 
document.  
 
Preparation Step  

Do a test run of your scanner and scanning software to see whether it will clearly scan highlighter.  
Some scanners may not scan regular yellow highlighter, so you may want to create a test page with 
several different colors of highlighter written clearly on the page to determine which colors your 
scanner will pick up.  That way, you’ll be able to use a highlighter color that works best with your 
scanning equipment.  
 
Scanning and Uploading 

Part One: Scan the Document  
Using whatever means available, scan your manuscript, including the coversheet. Make sure all 
pages of the manuscript are part of the same document. Save it to your computer (in a place you will 
remember) as a PDF with the following naming convention:  
 

[EVENT].[SCHOOL].[LAST NAME].[FIRST NAME].2019 
 

For example:  
DUO.PowayHS.Titan.Tommy.2019 

 
Part Two: Upload the Document  
IMPORTANT: In order to submit a script you must 

•   Save each script to be submitted as a separate file 
•   Save the scripts as a .pdf file 
•   Use the proper naming format indicated above (and on the website) 

 
Step One: Go to http://entries.chssa.org/home/sdivsl  
 

 
 



Step Two: Select the event to which you would like to upload files. (Remember: each event has its 
own folder) 

 
 
 
Step Three: Select the location from which you will be uploading, either from your computer or your 
Dropbox, and click the appropriate box.  
 
If you select “Choose from computer,” you’ll 
need to navigate to the file location on your 
computer you wish to upload. If you select 
“Choose from Dropbox,” you’ll need to 
navigate to whichever of your files in your 
Dropbox you wish to upload.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step Four: Add any additional files  
After you’ve selected a file, you’ll be brought back to this page:  

 
This will allow you to add additional files by clicking “+ Add 
another file,” so you could add as many scripts for that event as 
you have and upload them all at once.  
 
NOTE: Make sure you are uploading files for THAT EVENT only. 
Each event has its own folder.  
 
 
Step Five: Upload Files 
As soon as you’ve selected all of the files you wish to upload in the single event, click “Upload”  
 
Step Six: Repeat as Needed 
Follow the same steps for each event separately.  


